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Preparations needed for futttre
droughts in the Great Plains area
When is the next drought going to hit
the semi-arid Southwestern United
States?
Farmers in Texas, Kansas, Colorado,
Oklahoma and New Mexico would be
willing to pay a high price for an
answer to that question. But, unfortunately, there is no answer.
Statistics indicate that an extended
drought may occur in these states
during the second half of the seventies
or perhaps early eighties. The longer it
is delayed, the worse it will probably
be. Protracted droughts have recurred
at intervals of 20 to 22 years ever since
1870, and the last one was in 1950.
The real question, however, is not when
the next drought is going to hit these
states but what can be done about it
right now, when farmers have had the
good fortune of timely rains, and also
what can be done after the drought has
occurred to reduce its impact.
"A farmer may wish to recall 20 or 40

years back to find out what he did during the last droughts. But not many

remember the preparatory and corrective measures as much as they remember the miseries that follow a drought,"
according to Dr. Harold E. Dregne,
director of Texas Tech University's
International Center for Arid and
Semi-Arid Land Studies (!CASALS).
Preparations for droughts are seldom
made, "mainly because of the erroneous belief that droughts in semi-arid
lands are unusual phenomena and also
that they are a thing of the past."
National concern on future droughts is
at a peak right now as evidenced by
meetings and conferences on drought
research needs. The Western Governors Policy Office recently arranged a
"Workshop on Drought Research
Needs" in Washington, D.C. to identify
short-term projects. The National
Science Foundation sponsored a
"Drought Research Needs" conference
at Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, Dec. 12-15, 1977, to define
long-term project needs. The NSF
meeting discussed three major topics:
forecast and warning; spread of losses;
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and reduction of losses. Dregne was
invited to attend both the meetings.
The Texas Tech Horn Professor is
more concerned about the Southern
Great Plains where evaporation rates
are so high that even 15 inches of annual rainfall constitute a drought. In
the northern states the evaporation
rates are so low that ten inches of rainfall do not bring a drought.
There is very little documentation of
the preparatory and corrective measures that were taken during and
between the droughts of the 30's and
the 50's.
The drought of the 50's was not as
severe as the one in the 30's mainly
because of the rapid expansion of
pump irrigation during the intermediate years.
" But that," Dregne is concerned, "may
well worsen the impact of a future
drought."
The Ogallala aquifer, which underlies
the Southern Great Plains, is a nonrechargeable source of irrigation water.
Ultimately the water will be gone and
irrigated land will revert to dry land
farming. In view of the rising costs of
energy for pumping water, however,
irrigation may end even before the
wells run dry. An extended drought
will require greater-than-usual pumping to meet crop needs.
"The greater the need for water, the
faster the water table will decline and
the costlier it will be to pump water out
of the Ogallala. All this will mean that
farmers will be compelled to change
over from irrigated to dry land fanning,
a change that is not easy to accomplish,
particularly in the absence of planning
for it," Dregne said.
(continued
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Drought research
(continued from page one)

Besides irrigation, several other suggestions have been offered to outline
the difference in the impact of the
drought during the 30's and the SO's.
They include a much more prosperous
regional and national economy in the
SO's; development and utilization of
better soil and water management
practices; establishment of federal
programs of price supports; set-aside
land; cost-sharing for conservation
practices; disaster relief; better educated farmers; liberal arrangements
for loans; higher land values; less absentee ownership; and larger mechanized operating units.
But it is quite unlikely that the same
factors will help in alleviating future
droughts. Perhaps they will, but even
in that case there is hardly any detailed
documentation of the various relief
efforts that have worked in the past.
"We can either wait and respond to a
drought when it occurs, or prepare ourselves for it in advance. The second
alternative is more effective," Dregne
concludes.

AAAS Directory
The American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) has
published "A Directory of North
American Arid Lands Research Scientists" listing almost one thousand arid
lands scientists from the United States,
Mexico and Canada.
The directory lists the scientists by
their names, fields of interest and by
institutional affiliations. The foreword
for the directory has been written by
Dr. Harold E. Dregne, director of
!CASALS.and chairman of the AAAS
Advisory Committee on Desertification. Editorial support for the publication was given by the Office of Arid
Lands Studies (OALS) at the University of Arizona.
The AAAS Office of International
Science designated the publication
as a contribution to the 1977 United
Nations Conference on Desertification
held at Nairobi, Kenya. Copies may
be ordered from the AAAS Office of
International Science, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington,
D.C. 20036.

UGLY REMINDER-Picture shows approaching dust storm during the drought of the 30's. Wind velocity
at the time was 30 m.p.h. Dregne is concerned that the Southern Great Plains area may be in serious
trouble during future droughts, especially with underground water becoming scarce.

Sorghum history published
by Texas Tech
From what was perhaps a single
species domesticated in the year 3000
B.C. by a Cushite people in northeast
Africa, sorghum has come a long way
to the present estimated 10,000 genotypes grown throughout Africa, India,
China, Italy, Europe, and the Americas.
Used around the world today as feed
for livestock and food for humans,
sorghum has survived a wide range of
insect and disease problems during its
development, although improvement of
current varieties is a continuous
process.
A chronological study of grain
sorghum from its origin and early history through mechanization, hybrids,
and utilization has been published by
Texas Tech University with listings
from more than 200 sources. The 110page book is authored by Paul D.
Hutchison of the Department of Park
Administration and Landscape Architecture.
"The development of grain sorghum in
the United States is a story unique in
the progress of American agriculture.
Sorghum has been in America since it
was brought to the New World in slave
ships, however, its true potential was
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not fully realized until the twentieth
century," the book notes.
Today, grain sorghum is a major cash
crop for farmers in Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri. Producing the crop for both domestic use
and export, American farmers cultivated 14. 9 million acres of the grain in
1976, which yielded 724 bushels.
Approximately 76 per cent of the grain
was used in America.
Around the world sorghum is an important food crop. It is consumed in
alcoholoc beverages, bread, confection·
aries, porridge, and other products. In
the U.S. sorghum is used for its protein
content to manufacture starch, paste
flour, dextrose syrup, alcohol, edible
oils, gluten meal, and fluten feed. Dry
milled sorghum is used in snack items,
baby foods, thickening agents in
canned food, meat processing, pet
foods, glucose syrups, crystalline dextrose, insulation boards, adhesives for
plywood, flake board, and particle
board.
The publication sees the future of grain
sorghum in the United States as bound·
less, and one that could greatly help in
the world's growing need for protein.

AALS JUeeting draws
wide response
More than 15 per cent of the world's
papulation occupies the arid and semiarid regions of the earth's land mass.
These areas not only suffer from problems of food and forage but there are a
host of social, political, historical and
economic issues which need special
attention.
Social scientists and humanists will
have an opportunity to meet and give
that special attention to critical human
issues of water-short environments
when the Association for Arid Lands
Studies (AALS) holds its first yearly
meeting in Denver, Colorado, April
27-29, 1978.
An affiliate of the Western Social
Science Association and the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science, AALS is headquartered at
!CASALS with Dr. Idris R. Traylor,
!CASALS deputy director, serving as
executive director.
The Denver meeting will be held in
conjunction with the Western Social
Science Association's annual meeting.
More than 30 papers from 40 partici-

Award of Merit
The Ranching Heritage Center of The
Museum of Texas Tech University is
one of six Texas projects which received recognition this year from the
American Association for State and
Local History.
Ari Award of Merit from the association recognized the center for " communicating ranching history of West
Texas through conservation and
restoration of architectural remains."
The Ranching Heritage Center is a 12acre outdoor exhibit depicting the
history of ranching in the American
West. More than a score of structures
have been brought to the center and
restored in authentic detail, including
furnishings and paraphernalia.

Research
Texas Tech University received more
than $7 million in research grants last
year, up almost $3 million from the
preceding year.
From Sept. I, 1976-Aug. 31, 1977,
250 of 395 proposals submitted by
Texas Tech faculty members, including
the Medical School, were funded.

pants will be presented at the meeting
during eight different sessions covering
the physical environment of arid lands
(two sessions), history of man in arid
lands, land and water in arid regions,
economy and politics of arid lands,
energy in arid lands, land use planning
in arid lands, and contributions to
arid lands studies by anthropology,
economics, geography, history, political science, sociology and interdisciplinary research.
The program for the meeting has been
arranged by Dr. Otis W. Templer,
Department of Geography, Texas Tech
University. Templer is the program
chairman for the meeting.
" Representatives of more than 15
major universities in the U.S. and
some from West Germany and Canada
will be presenting papers during the
meeting, according to Templer.
Traylor, who is also on Texas Tech's
history faculty, will chair the session on
History of Man in Arid Lands. Roberta
A. Smilnak, Earth Sciences, Metropoli-

tan State College, Denver, Colo., will
chair a session on the Physical
Environment of Arid Lands. Land and
Water in Arid Regio ns will be chaired
by William M. Holmes of North T exas
State University, followed by the
University of Arizona's John E . Crow
chairing the session on Economy and
Politics of Arid Regions. Garry F.
Rogers, University of Utah, will serve
as chairman for the second session on
the Physical Environment of Arid
Lands. Energy in Arid Lands will be
chaired by Clair A. Shenk, Jr. of the
University of Arizona Office of Arid
Lands Studies. Texas Tech's Lewis E.
Hill is scheduled to chair Land Use and
Planning in Arid Lands. The last session of the meeting, Contributions to
Arid Lands Studies, will be chaired by
Daniel Tyler of the History Department, Colorado State University.
The three-day meeting will end with a
business session for the association
chaired by Traylor and Dr. Clark S.
Knowlton, American West Center,
University of Utah . Knowlton, T raylor
and Templer constitute the executive
committee of the association.
AALS was established in April 1977
during the Western Social Science
Association's annual meeting.

DINGUS-The
1977 Dingus
awa rd was
presented to
M ichael Dodd,
second from lef t,
o law student at
Texas Tech. The
award carries a

plaque and o
check for $250.
At right is Dr.
Idris R. Traylor,
deputy director
of ICASALS, w ith
Mrs. Georgia
Dingus, and Dr.
Frank W. Elliott,
dean of the Law
School, at left.

Sweazy appointed director
Dr. Robert W. Sweazy has been appointed director of the Water Resources Center at Texas Tech University. Sweazy succeeds Dr. Dan M.
Wells who died Aug. 12, 1977.
Since 1970 Sweazy had been assistant
director of the center and served as
acting director for nine months in 1975
when Wells was on leave of absence.
Sweazy also is an associate professor
of civil engineering at Texas Tech.
J

Sweazy received the bachelor's and
master's degrees in biology and chemistry at Wichita State University. His
doctoral degree in civil engineering,
with a specialization in environmental
engineering, was earned at the University of Oklahoma.
He is author or co-author of approximately 50 scholarly presentations and
published papers.

MEDAL-Dr.
Frank B. Conselmon was recently
given the Ben H.
Porker Memorial
Medal by t he
American Institute of Professional Geologists.
Conselman, now
a consulting
geologist, was
former director
of !CASALS.

Over hundred delegates to
attend arid lands conference
More than one hundred international
scientists representing 15 countries
have so far completed preliminary
registration indicating their interest in
attending "The International Arid
Lands Conference on Plant Resources," at Texas Tech University,
Oct. 8-15, 1978.
The purpose of the conference is to
determine the current status of, and
recommend approaches for, improving
the utilization of plant resources of
arid and semi-arid regions, including
food, fiber, forage, medicinal, industrial, energy and other uses.
Representatives from Saudi Arabia,
Sudan, Morocco, Iran, India, Mexico,
and some within the U.S. are among
those who have already submitted
titles of papers.
"The conference is of interest to a
variety of professionals, including
pharmacologists, agriculture experts,
industrial chemists, animal scientists,
plant scientists, textile engineers and
development experts around the world,
according to Dr. J . R. Goodin, campus
coordinator for the conference. Goodin
is on the biological sciences faculty at
Texas Tech.
The conference will feature discussions on: Plant Resources in Industrial,
Energy, Fiber, and Medicinal Uses;
Plant Resources for Direct Human
Consumption as Food; Plant Resources
for Forage; Development of Vegetation Patterns in Arid and Semi-Arid
Lands; and the Origin and Evolution of
Arid and Semi-Arid Lands.
"The seven-day event is the first international conference of its kind," according to Dr. David Northington,
also of the biological sciences faculty.
Goodin and Northington are planning
the conference, It is being organized

under the auspices of the Committee
on Desert and Arid Zone Research of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science; Consortium of
Arid Land Institutions (CALI); the
International Shrub Coordinating
Committee; and the International
Center for Arid and Semi-Arid Land
Studies (ICASALS) at Texas Tech.
"Several arid lands experts from
around the world are expected to present plenary papers on the major subjects during the conference. Contributed papers will be related to one
of the several discussion topics,"
Goodin said.
Two field trips, one lasting for two
days and the other five days, are being
planned for the delegates. The trips
will cover deserts of the Southwestern
and Western United States.
Registration fee for the conference is
$25.00. Each registrant will receive a
copy of the proceedings of the
conference. For more information
write to Dr. J. R. Goodin, Department
of Biological Sciences, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, Texas, 79409,
U.S.A.

Bertrand elected
Dean Anson R. Bertrand of Texas
Tech University's College of Agricultural Sciences has been elected president for the 1978 term of the Eisenhower Consortium for Western Environmental Resource Management.
The consortium is an organization of
universities under the leadership of the
Rocky Mountain Forest Experimental
Station, a part of the U.S. Fore st
Service.
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Saudi Arabians
visit Texas Tech
It is difficult to set a date when oil-rich
Saudi Arabia will become selfsufficient in agriculture but the government of that desert nation, largest in
the Middle-East, seems to be making
every effort to speed up the process by
saving all available water.
Four dams are being built to collect
rain water, artesian wells are being dug,
spring water is being channeled, and a
canal network almost 2,200 miles long
is being constructed to provide water
for irrigated crops.
One of the dams at Wadi J izan will be
able to hold 70 million cubic meters of
water, enough to irrigate 255,000 acres
of land.
"In a country where annual rainfall
varies only between 2.5 to eight inches,
every drop is important," according to
Awadh Taher Sallam, a Saudi Arabian
agriculturist, who visited Texas Tech
University late last year with a group
of employees of the Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources.
The visitors were on a month-long U.S.
tour " to get an idea of American agriculture and what Saudi Arabia can
learn from the American experiences
in dry land and irrigated agriculture."
They were graduates of the University
of Riyadh.
The canal network is aimed at bringing the water from the mountain areas
to the coastal plains where it can be
used for growing various crops.
Some of the popular crops in the southern part of the country are wheat,
sorghum, and, of course, dates. Meat
production mainly involves cattle and
sheep, camel and poultry, Poultry,
however, is primarily a localized program.
During their three-day visit to Texas
Tech and area farming facilities the
visitors met with farmers and examined
farms of various sizes with different
irrigation systems. Besides the farm
tours, they were given an outline of
federal, state and local programs aimed
at providing financial and technical
assistance to the farmers.
Dr. A. W. Young, retired Professor
Emeritus of agronomy at Texas Tech,
accompanied the visitors and served
as coordinator. The visit was planned
and administered by !CASALS.

International leaders
visit Texas Tech
Since J966, when !CASALS was established at Texas Tech University,
almost every month one or two international visitors have chosen to come
to the university to examine its teaching and research expertise in arid and
semi-arid lands.
The visitors have been university officials, those from research institutions,
elected or appointment government
officials, senior government employees,
and those from international institutions such as the United Nations.
During the last few months, foreign
dignitaries visiting Texas Tech included: His Highness Alhaji Shehu
Idris, the Emir of Zaria, Kaduna State,
Nigeria; Mr. Edison Setihomo Masisi,
Minister of Agriculture, Botswana; and
Shaikh Faisal bin J azzi, member of the
Jordanian Parliament.
The Emir of Zaria was in Lubbock
Oct. 7, 1977, when he took a tour of
the Lubbock feedlot, one of the largest
in the world, and met with faculty in
the College of Agricultural Sciences.
He reviewed Texas Tech's teaching and
research programs in animal science
and plant and soil science.
The Nigerian visitor also met with
faculty members in the Department of
Range and Wildlife Management when
he discussed grazing, range improvement and forage production.
The Minister of Agriculture from
Botswana visited with Texas Tech
faculty in various departments as well
as the university's administration officials. Mr. Masisi met with Dr. Galen
Hull of the Political Science Department and Dr. Anson R. Bertrand, dean,
College of Agricultural Sciences, to
discuss technical assistance projects in
Botswana. Hull has specialized in
South African politics. Mr. Masisi was
on the Texas Tech campus Oct. 14,
1977.

member of the Jordanian Parliament
since I 960 and a close associate of
King Hussein, Shaikh Faisal met with
Dr. Rex P. Kennedy, director of Agricultural Services at Texas Tech and
discussed the university's research
farms and facilities. He also took a
tour of the university's feed mill. The
Shaikh discussed the possibilities of
future collaborations between Jordanian institutions and Texas Tech.

Most of the visitors at Texas Tech are
usually from areas which have a similar
climate and terrain as West Texas. A
majority are from developing countries
which are concerned about dry land
agriculture, irrigation, cattle, feedlots,
and non-agriculture aspects of arid and
semi-arid lands.
The visitors come to T exas Tech often
through the U.S. Department of State
International Visitor Program, the
United States Department of Agriculture, the Agency for International Development and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. These
federal agencies coordinate the visitors'
schedules in cooperation with
ICASALS.

EMIR-Alhaji
Shehu Idris, the
Emir of Zaria,
Nigeria, second
from right,
during a tour of
the Lubbock
feedlot, one of
t he largest in
the world. The
Emir was ac-

companied b y
Dan Hummel o f
the AfricanAmerica n Institute, left, and
his personal
assistant, right.
Bob Ratel iff, a
graduate student
in animal
science served as
tour guide.

TTV publishes history of
West Texas agriculture
Texas Tech University Press has announced the publication of a book
delineating the history of agriculture
in West Texas as well as the history of
agricultural education at Texas Tech
University.

fhe Botswanian minister also met with
Dr. J. Knox Jones, Jr. , vice president
for research and graduate studies at
fexas Tech.

Authored by Donald E . Green, a noted
historian, the book, "Fifty Years of
Service to West Texas Agriculture,"
illustrates the close working relationship between the Texas Tech College
of Agricultural Sciences and its grass
roots constituency, the people and the
movements responsible for the realization of the vast potential of West Texas
agriculture.

Shaikh Faisal, who was on the Texas
fech campus Nov. 30, 1977, was
>pecifically interested in agricultural
:esearch for dry land production. A

The book, priced at $11.95, largely
narrates human nature, and the author's citing of anecdotes, letters and
newspaper accounts contribute an un5

mistakable West Texas flavor to his
writing.
Green traces the coordination and cooperation between the College of Agricultural Sciences and West T ex as
agricultural interests through the cotton
boom of the 20s, the difficulties of the
Depression, and the development of the
superfeedlots of the I 960s. The final
chapters are devoted to the great
changes that have been taking place in
the industry and the reflection of those
changes in the objectives of the college.
He earned t he bachelor's degree at
Abilene Christian University, the
master's degree at Texas T ech and the
doctoral degree in history at the University of Oklahoma. He is a native of
Wellington and was reared on a ranch
in West Texas.

Wine industry has
potential in West Texas
It is difficult to prevent grapes from
turning into wine, unless they are dried
to produce raisins, but that certainly
does not mean that wine making is an
easy process.
Starting with the right quality of grapes,
wine making goes through a variety of
chemical processes, both natural and
artificial, and a great degree of control
is necessary to produce the right kind
of flavor and taste.
With monies provided by the state, two
universities in Texas may come up with
the right combination of grapes and
chemical processes to put West Texas
on the world's wine charts.
Texas Tech University's Department of
Chemistry, in collaboration with the
University of Texas, is researching
methods of manufacturing wine in
West Texas. The grapes are produced
by the University of Texas at Yan
Horn and shipped to Texas Tech for
chemical processing.
"We started in a very small way in
I 972 with few grape samples but our
research has progressed enough to indicate a strong potential for West Texas
to grow grapes and produce its own
wine," said Dr. Roy Mitchell of Texas
Tech's chemistry department.
Early research at Texas Tech was done
by Mitchell, Dr. Clinton M. McPherson, also of chemistry, and Robert
R. Reed of the Plant and Soil Science
Department.
Once Mitchell and his team complete
the research it will be relatively easy to

transfer results to a large scale operation as Texas Tech is using industrial
scale equipment to study wine making,
often called enology.
"West Texas has an advantage over
other areas in growing grapes as there
are fewer disease problems associated
with the plant and dust storms are not
a serious threat as grapes mature after
April, when the spring dust season has
ended," Reed explained.
Vitus vinefra and a few French-American hybrids are some of the classic
grape varieties examined at Van Horn,
he said.
"It is very important to plant the right
kind of grapes as it is difficult to
change grape varieties once they are
planted. Besides, grapes take three to
five years to mature after planting and
a change in the variety would delay
production," Reed said.
In the chemistry laboratories, grapes
are crushed, the stems are removed,
and the pulp is treated with sulphur
dioxide to prevent growth of wild
yeast. After innoculation with a wine
yeast the pulp is allowed to ferment for
several days when it is squeezed to
separate the grape juice from the outer
skin. After the fermentation is complete the juice is then bottled and aged
as red wine.
White wine is produced in a similar
way except with one basic difference.
The juice is separated from the skin
before the fermentation. There are

ENOLOGY-Dr.
Roy C. Mitchell,
of the Chemistry
Department at
Texas Tech,
pouring West
Texas wine in

oak barrels for
aging the
product. Mitchell
makes the wine
in the laboratory
from West Texas
grapes. The wine
is presented to
taste panels for
recommendations.
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IRAN- Five urban design students at Texas Tech
have completed a modern 15-foot model for the
ancient city of Hamdan, in Iran. Picture shows
from left, Randall Gaither, Houshiar Haghani,
Dr. George Peng, and Bohman Daheshjou. Peng
and Dr. Dudley Thompson, both of architecture
guided the project. Two other students, Cordell
and Cornell Arterburry, t w in brothers, also
w orked on the team .

IQ test for
horses!
Horses are valuable only if they are
capable of being trained. The easier
and quicker they are to train, the more
valuable they become.
So says Texas Tech University horse
specialist Jim Heird, who is conducting
an IQ test for horses.
A previous test examined the differences sex made in the horse's intelligence.
Heird is using a similar system to
determine whether early handling or
the lack of it makes any difference in a
horse's ability to learn.
Three groups of yearlings will be used
in the tests. One group includes those
used by Tech in its horse program.
These are handled on a regular basis by
students. The second group consists of
yearlings that have not been worked
with at all. The third group includes
yearlings that have been handled only
on a limited basis. Groups two and
three are on loan from area ranches.
The yearlings will be put through a
maze consisting of a short aisle and two
stalls. Feed will be placed in the stalls
on an alternating basis. They will be
put through the maze until they can
choose the stall with the feed 8 consecutive times, or I I out of 12 attempts.
Results will be judged on the basis of
an arbitrary scale set up prior to the
testing.

Desert roach may aid
NASA's programs
Who would want to know what a desert
burrowing cockroach in West Texas
thinks?
Besides a Texas Tech University biology researcher, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) is interested in knowing more
about this "down-to-earth" insect.
Jn trying to understand how the roach
thinks, or more specificially how its
nervous system signals orientation to
gravity, Dr. H . Bernard Hartman of
Texas Tech will be able to provide
NASA with some basic understanding
of neurological respon ses to reduced
gravity and equilibrium, as experienced by astronauts in space.
"The gravity receptor system of the
cockroach 'Arenivaga' is the simplest,
most accessible, and readily manipulated of any yet described. Once we
understand the rules by which Arenivaga's nervous system signals orientation to gravity, it may be relatively easy
to prepare a model to aid the understanding of similar functions in more
complex nervous systems like that of a
human," Hartman said.
Arenivaga, commonly found in West
Texas, is among the few insects having
an organ for sensory perception of
gravity, a function that operates with
the help of plumb bob-like sensors that
hang from the posterior end of the insect. The angle between the body of the
insect and the plumb bob sensors
enables the insect to determine whether
it is leaning forward, backward or sideways. The sensors always remain vertical due to gravity, th e Tech biologist
explained.
"While tilting the insect in various
directions we can determine the pattern

gravity orientation this insect uses but
four."
Arenivaga interprets gravity orientation directly by the system under study .
Most insects, however, orient by measuring gravitational force on the legs or
other organs.

of nerve impulses that are sent to the
brain by the sensors. We can also find
out how the insect responds to inclined
planes when the plumb bob sensors
have been removed or immobilized.
Removing the sensors or glueing them
to the body of the insect mimics nogravity of reduced gravity environments, similar to the ones experienced
by astronauts in space," Hartman said.

Visual cues also provide a means of
spatial orientation to some flying insects. Although this cue in no way provides a measure of forces related to
gravitational attraction, it almost
always maintains a constant relationship with gravitational forces. For
instance locusts always turn so that the
horizon is horizontal and the brighter
half of the visual field remains in the
upper half of their sight.

Hartman started working on the study
in 1976 with funding from Texas
Tech's Institute for University
Research.
The initial goal of his investigations is
to study the physiological and anatomical characteristics of the relevant
neurons (nerve cells) and their interconnections.

The analyses of the gravity receptors in
Arenivaga and other insects will take
five or more years to complete.

"Whereas the human nervous system
uses millions of neurons to determine

-

--

"In fact, if you have a closed chamber
with a light source at the bottom,
locusts will fly upside down. But these
light sensors are very difficult to manipulate and understand, and they are
not gravity sensors," the biologist said.

--

-

--

--

ROACH STUDY- Dr. Bernard Hartman, a biologist at Texas Tech, recording electronic impulses from roaches with equipment at right . The instruments at left contain two miniature electrodes attached to the roach's nervous system . Hartman
monitors the impulses while the roach is tilted in different directions.

-- -- -------- -- --- --- - - -- ------ - - - - - - ASSOCIATION FOR ARID LANDS STUDIES (AALS)
This is an application form for membership to AALS. If you are interested in becoming a member of this newly formed
association, please fill out the form below and return to ICASALS, Texas Tech University, Box 4620, Lubbock, Texas 79409,
U.S.A. with a check or money order for $2.00 (annual membership dues) made payable to the Association for Arid Lands
Studies. For details of the first yearly meeting of AALS, please see the article on page 3.
NAME
first

middle

last

INSTITUTION - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ADDRESS
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Two more books published
by ICASALS.
Semi-arid lands are those areas which
lie between sub-tropical and arid lands;
they differ from arid lands in their
capacity to grow grass; they require
irrigation to minimize risk of crop
failure; and they lack the basic stability
of arid lands in that they are much
more prone to change.
These are just a few definitions of
semi-arid lands. There are quite a few
more, including those which rely on
formulas and mathematical equations.
All these definitions do not always hold
true and the formulas do not always
produce the same classification for a
given locality.
What then are the semi-arid lands? A
recent ICASALS p~blication has attempted to answer that question.
Edited by Dr. Frank B. Conselman,
former ICASALS director and now a
consulting geologist, "Frontiers of the
Semi-Arid World" contains articles by
Russian, Australian and U.S. authorities on the subject. The 100-page book
is priced at $5.95 .
In his article, "The Delineation and
Classification of Semi-Arid Lands," E.
Sherbon Hills, University of Melbourne, Australia, outlines semi-arid
lands considering exogenous surface
water, exogenous underground water,
scale and gradation of climatic zones,
soils, rainfall, vegetation, plant/soil/
water relations, and delineation of land
units for land-use evaluation.
"On the Character of the Boundaries of
Arid Regions," by M. P. Petrov,

Leningrad State University, U.S.S.R.,
classifies deserts and semi-deserts as
temperate, subtropical and tropical,
while Gerald W. Thomas, president of
New Mexico State University, treats
the subject from an environmental and
production standpoint. Thomas authored the article, "Environmental
Sensitivity and Production Potential of
Semi-Arid Range Lands."
Using the Sahel-Sudan region of West
Africa as an example, E . Lendell Cockrum, University of Arizona, discusses
traditional agricultural production systems of the region; the long-term ecological effects of these systems; the results of recent climatic conditions; and
some ecologically oriented development principles. Cockrum's article is
entitled, "An Ecological View of the
Sahel-Sudan Region of West Africa."
"Geopolitical Analysis of the Arid and
Semi-Arid World," written by S. M.
Kennedy, Political Science, Texas Tech
University, hypothesizes that arid and
semi-arid lands are characterized by:
mobility and restlessness in their populations; constant danger of drought,
famine, etc.; great susceptibility to
pressures of population expansion; and
efforts to create oases where none
existed.
The articles in the book were presented during a conference at Texas
Tech in 1974. The conference, " Frontiers of the Semi-Arid World: An International Symposium," was sponsored
by !CASALS, and provided materials

for another publication, "Water Utilization Studies in the Dry Lands,"
edited by Dr. Robert M. Sweazy,
director of Texas Tech's Water Resources Center. The second book is
priced at $5.95.
Sweazy's publication contains four
articles written by Texas authorities on
the subject of water utilization.
T. Lindsay Baker, Texas Tech's History Department, examines prehistoric
Indian, Spanish, and Anglo-American
water supply projects in the Southwestern United States. The 40-page
article, " History of Water Supply
Projects in the Southwest," has several
illustrations of dams, aqueducts, dugout logs and reservoirs used between
the early l 700's and the present.
" Conflicts in Irrigation Water Allocation," by James W. Kirby, project
superintendent of the Rio Grande Project for New Mexico-Texas, U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso,
Texas, outlines problems related to
Indian water rights, salinity, invasion
of channels by phreatophytes, interstate controversy over water rights and
use, and urbanization of irrigated lands.
" Multiple Reuse of Municipal Wastewater," by Sweazy discusses the needs
of reclaiming and reusing treated effluents and the necessity to subject
these effluents to multiple reuses. R. 1.
Crowson, technical assistant to the
plant manager at Utility and Pollution
Control, El Paso Products Co., Texas,
in his article on " A Multiple Use Approach for Chemical Plant Water Systems," examines solutions to water
supply problems for huge industrial
complexes located in arid and semiarid regions.
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